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Discovering Reader 

Uncluttered viewing of web pages 
Safari has a great feature called ‘Reader’, which allows you to 
view a web page with just its basic text and images – and 
without the clutter of advertisements and other options. 

This is great for reading newspaper articles, recipes and more. 

Not all web pages will provide you with this option, but it is worth 
using this feature for any pages that do! 

In iOS 6, if you see ‘Reader’ on right-hand side of address bar, 
touch this word. 

 

On iOS 7, touch on the lines  that are on the left of the Search 
field 

As mentioned above, these options will only appear if the page 
has been designed to be read in ‘Reader’ mode. 
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The article/page will come up stripped of all distractions and in 
easy-to-read text.  In the images below, the left-hand image is 
the normal web page; right is the ‘Reader’ version. 

Touch on the word Reader (iOS 6) or the  symbol (iOS 7) 
to return to the normal format for the web page. 

☞ Send this ‘uncluttered’ page via email  

This can be very handy when you want to send the contents of 
the web page to someone via email. 

When the page is in Reader format, choosing to mail it to 
someone will result in a email that contains the content of the 
web page – not just a link to the page. 

Normally, emailing a web page will just send the link to the page. !


